Year 3—Design and Technology—Knowledge Organiser
Beam Bridges

Bridges

Beam bridges are one of the simplest forms. Pillars are places
across the space and the deck
runs along the top. A Beam
bridge can also be called a girder
bridge. They are not often used
over long spans as they require
more pillars to keep them strong.

A bridge is a structure that allows
people and vehicles to cross over an
open space. Bridges can stretch
across deep pits, water or other
roads and railway tracks.

Suspension
Bridges
Suspension bridges have
cables attached to pillars. The
cables attach to the deck to
hold the bridge up. They can
be used across large areas but
because the hang down, they
can actually move and swing in
high winds.

Arch Bridges

Cantilever Bridges
A cantilever bridge is only supported at one
end. Often there is a cantilever bridge built on
each side of a river (or space) and they meet in
the middle to form the bridge.

Key Vocabulary

Arch bridges spread the weight of
the arch through the curved arch
and into the abutments at each
end. At the top of the arch there
is a ‘key stone’ that helps to
spread the weight across the arch.
The Romans invested the arch
bridge. There are also tied arch
bridges that combine arches and
suspension bridge ideas.

Suspension

Cables holding the deck of the bridge.

Abutment

Pillars or towers at each end of a bridge span.

Beam

A simple deck bridge with pillars underneath to
hold it up.

Knead

To push, pull and squash the dough before cooking.

Cantilever

Deck is supported at one end.

Dough

A paste made by mixing flour and water.

Arch

A semi circle that spreads the weight through it.

Yeast

Force

A push or pull on an object.

A sugar eating fungus that creates carbon dioxide.
This makes bread swell or rise.

Prove

The swelling or rising of dough before cooking

Deck

The part of a bridge you travel across.

Test

To measure how something works.
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Bread
Bread is on of the oldest
prepared foods that people eat.
In its basic form it is made of
flour and water mixed to make a
dough. Over time yeast has been
added to make bread rise and
become lighter.
Bread can be baked, steamed or
cooked on a hot plate or stone.
Bread is also part of many
religious festivals.

Types of bread
There are two main types of
bread:
Leavened Bread— Made by
adding yeast to the dough which
produces a gas to make the bread
rise and be lighter.
Unleavened Bread—No yeast is
added so the bread is denser.
This type of bread is often flat
and round like chapattis and
tortilla’s.

Bread can be very versatile. There
are many things that you can add to
bread to add to the taste. It can be
made from different types of flour
which also adds to the taste and also
impacts on how healthy it is. It can be
formed into lots of different shapes.
You can add seeds on the surface to
decorate it. Bread can be cooked in
different ways and again this can
impact on how healthy it is.

Carbohydrates
Within a healthy diet,
humans need to eat a mix
of different foods. This
includes carbohydrates.
Bread provides this.
Carbohydrates help the
human body produce
glucose which we need to
keep our brains healthy.
But there are good
carbohydrates and bad
ones. Whole wheat bread
provides good carbohydrates and white bread is
less good for you so must
be eaten in smaller
amounts.

